BIU NEWS 2011 MARCH
EARTHQUAKE, TSUNAMI, FIRE, UNCLEAR & SNOW IN JAPAN
We had quite big earthquake over M5 in the north and M3 in East yesterday.
Still continuing every day and we do not know when it will be over. The
pollution of unclear is getting serious that still not under control. Land was
not good for any use. Many outdoor events have to cancel for the safety
reason. I think MOTEGI WCT will be canceled this year at least. Lack of electric
is a problem in Tokyo and the around and having blackout everyday. That
makes all business very hard to run. Hiro used KC13 in Kyoto held on
27/March as the charity event and got 82 entries this time. The money we
collected by the event will be sent to the victims through BJU.
Below are some massages from Italy, China, Belgium and Spain. Thanks a lot
for your sympathy!
Dear Hiro.
Just few words for a little moral support for you and your family
in this difficult moment for all Japan. I was glad to see that
you're all safe. I'm sure that all nations will start again stronger
than before. I had also an e-mail exchange with Aki and him and
his family are safe. I do hope it's the same for all BikeTrial family
in Japan. Hope to see you at WBC2011.
FEDERICO
(former italian delegate)
Dear Hiro,
Great to know everything is fine with you and your family. It's a
pity that your country has to face such terrible disaster. I pray
that everything and people will get better very soon.
Sincerely yours,
Angel (wish you blessing and joy)
Hello Hiro,
Thanks a lot for your mail. We field better since we know that
you and your family are going well. We really cross the fingers
concerning the nuclear problem!!! If you need something that I
can send you or other, do not hesitate!!! Good luck for the next
and I wish to get news from you soon
Friendly,
Thierry, Maria & Angelina
deaths, missing people, tsunami, floods, devastations,
earthquakes and now pollution for the radiations of unclear
generating stations ( water in tokio and vegetables in fukushima

in bad conditions ) many together things that cost to
understand
since barcelona have all the japan people and of course,
especially to you every day in our thought many spirits, love, a
lot of strength and a lot of hope!
eva, maria and luck
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